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The next meeting of the London Chapter will be held on Thursday, October 11,2007. The speaker
will be Dr. Gary Warrick of Sir Wilfred Laurier University, Brantford Campus. He will talk on his
proposed research in South Africa entitled: Archaeology and Heritage Tourism in the
Drakensbergy, South Africa.

The November meeting of the London Chapter will be held on Thursday, November 8, 2007. The
speaker will be Dr. Linda Howie, a SSHRCC post-doctoral fellow a the Deptment of Anthropology
at the University of Western Ontario. She will speak about her Mayan research.

The meetings will be held at 8 pm at the London Museum of Archaeology, 1600
Attawandaron Road, near the corner of Wonderland & Fanshawe Park Road, in the
northwest part of the city.
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A SIMPLE PORTABLE ELECTROLYSIS INSTRUMENT
Tom Arnold
I describe here how to build a simple electrolysis instrument and provide examples of four
separate devices or ways of powering the instrument. Working in consulting archaeology I or
members of my crew have often recovered small corroded metal objects that require cleaning to
determine whether they have archaeological or cultural significance. This surprisingly even
applies to late 20th century artifacts such as coins. It is advantages to be able to give some of
these artifacts a quick initial cleaning in order to determine their significance so help facilitate
the subsequent course of action during field work. One method of doing so is electrolysis,
which is defined as the separation of bonded elements and compounds by passing electrical
current through them (Wikipedia 2007). Its use here is to separate corrosion off of a metal
artifact.
The following descriptions came from a desire to give metal artifacts an initial cleaning to
determine their significance. This led to some experimenting, a discussion with one crew
member (Matt Pearce) and a search on the web for more information that convinced me that it
was quite easy make a simple instrument for portable electrolysis composed of four subcomponents or devices. I provide these instructions on the assumption that you, the researcher,
ultimately must decide if this approach is the correct one to take. Before proceeding I wish to
state that only you the researcher can decide if electrolysis is proper course of action for dealing
with small corroded artifacts. Finally, you should not leave any of these devices unattended
while in operation and you must always disconnect or remove the batteries when the devices are
not in use.
In order to construct this instrument you will need copper wire as well as alligator clips. These
can be purchased at your local electronics hobby store. You must know how to cut and strip
copper wire and a wire cutter/stripper (usually on the same tool) will be handy for this purpose.
Needle nosed pliers are also required and optionally, you may also use a soldering iron and
solder and a small screw driver.
To begin, prepare the wire by cutting two pieces, about 15 to 30 cm long (.6 to 12 inches), and
strip about 2 to 2.5 cm (.75 to 1 inch) of the rubber/plastic coating off of each end of each wire
with the wire stripper. Then proceed as follows:
A) Attaching Alligator Clips (Figure 1)
1. First prepare the clips. Depending on the variety you have one handle maybe longer than the
other. There should be a small screw on the longer handle close to the pivot point. Loosen the
screw about half way.
2. Take one wire and thread it through the long handle on the clip (the type I bought allows
this). You may need a pair of needle nose pliers to pull it out the other end, so that the stripped
end of the wire is completely through the handle.
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Figure 1: Attaching copper wire to alligator clips
3. Using the pliers, or your fingers, take the exposed wire end and make a bend in it to form a
hook.
4. Again with the pliers or your fingers hook the end around the small screw (so that it is
between the screw head and arm of the clip) and then tighten the screw.
5. Do Steps 1 to 4 for the other alligator clip and wire. Once completed you will have the two
required terminals.

B) Powering the Instrument
Device 1
Of the four power devices described this one is the bulkiest. It consists of three six volt
batteries, the two terminal wires described above and two additional pieces of copper wire. To
hookup three batteries, do the following (see Figure 2):
1. Somehow mark your three six volt batteries as numbers 1, 2 and 3.
2. Cut two additional pieces of wire, about the same length as those you created to attach the
alligator clips, and strip of the ends as discussed earlier.
3. Attach one of your wires with the alligator clips to the positive terminal (it should be marked
on the top of the battery) of Battery #1. Attach the other wire with the alligator clip to the
terminal on Battery #3. To achieve this end, bend the ends without the clip to form a hook and
thread it through the spring terminals on the batteries. Once they are threaded through you can
twist to secure the attachment.
4. Take one of the remaining two wires and attach it the same way on to the positive terminal of
Battery 1 and then attach the other end to the negative terminal of Battery #3.
5. Take you last wire and attach one end to the negative terminal of Battery #2 and the other end
to the positive terminal of Battery #3.
Device 2
In order to make Device 2 (or 3) you will need to buy a battery holder from electronics hobby
store. The two devices describe below use either a 'D' battery or 'AA' battery holder. The
former comes with two wires attached to the holder, which makes construction easy, but only
provides six volts for electrolysis. The latter, provides 12 volts but you have to attach the
terminals to the battery holder. For the 'D' Battery Holder you only need to follow the steps for
attaching the alligator clips outlined above but here just attach them to the two wires protruding
from the battery holder — that's it, you are done.
Device 3
For the 'AA' Battery Holder follow these steps:
1. Attach alligator clips to two pieces of copper wire as described above.
2. You now need to attach these two wires to the 'AA' battery holder. On the outer side of the
holder you should find two terminals that resemble those found on a 9 volt battery. They should
be beside each other. The negative terminal is opposite the spring on the inside of the holder.
Attach one wire to a loop of this spring, close to the plastic case, by feeding it through and then
twisting in back on its self to make it secure.
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Figure 2: Device 1.
3. Take the other wire and feed it from the inside through the hole in the positive terminal. Bend
it so it hooks around the edge of the terminal. If you feel comfortable with a soldering iron you
may wish to add a dab of solder to each wire to ensure they stay connected.
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Figure 3: Device 2
Device 4
This device requires a power supply (transformer), the original source of this device was from
the following web site (http://gometaldetecting.com/electrolysis_cleaning.htm). You may have
an old one lying about your residence that is from an old electronic telephone, computer
component, or game console. Check the label: if the 'Output' is 12V to 20V than it will be
sufficient for our purposes. If it is less than 12V it will still work but the electrolysis will take
longer to do. Your can also purchase new transformers from science/electronic stores (I
purchased a 16V one for about $20.00) or you may find them used in second-hand stores. If you
purchase from the latter beware, I purchased a 20V transformer from such a store paying only
$2.99. After I modified and tested it with a multi-meter it produced less than one volt and so
was useless for my purposes.
Follow this procedure:
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Figure 4: Device 3
1. Cut the end that plugged into the electronic device off and discard it.
2. In most cases the two wires running from the transformer to the end you just cut off will be
joined by plastic that can be separated with your fingers or carefully with a small sharp knife.
Pull them apart for about 15 cm (6 inches).
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Figure 5: Device 4
3. Follow the steps to attach the alligator clips to the separated wires discussed above.
Using the Devices
Regardless of which device(s) you construct in order to use them to cleanup a rusty artifact you
will need a glass container, a metal object, water and a tablespoon (or more of salt). Put about a
cup of water in you glass container and then dissolve a tablespoon or more of salt (if you have

lemon juice you can squirt some of that in as well). For a metal object I used a spoon that I did
not mind throwing away. Attach your artifact to one terminal and your spoon to the other.
Either plug in your device (if you are using Device 4), or insert the batteries (Devices 2 and 3)
or attach the wires (Device 1). Insert both the artifact and spoon into your glass of salty water.
The artifact should begin to bubble immediately, if not you have the terminals reversed so
switch the terminal attached to the spoon and the artifact around. Within a few minutes your
clear salty water should begin turning a ugly shade of blackish green. After about 5 minutes
disconnect and check your artifact. You may also wish to do this near an open window or under
a fume hood (I used the exhaust fan over my stove as a fume hood) in case any nasty smells
emanate from your electrolysis.
Alternatively, you can combine your container and metal object (spoon) by using a metal cup. I
used and old travel coffee mug and clipped one terminal on to the edge of the cup and then
inserted the other terminal with artifact into the middle of the cup so that it was not touching the
sides (if you have a large artifact this will not work as well as the glass container). This
approach also makes it difficult to see what is happening. If your metal cup starts to bubble and
not your artifact you have to reverse your terminals.
What is Happening
For those of you who wish to know more about what is happening during the use of these
devices the following is the explanation of electrolysis summarized from Wikipedia the online
encyclopaedia. Electrolysis is defined as the separation of bonded elements and compounds by
passing electrical current through them. Its use here is to separate corrosion from the artifact.
The artifact is attached to the negative electrode and is the cathode, which means it has a excess
of electrons while the anode, the positive terminal, has a deficit. The bubbles being produced at
the cathode (the artifact) are hydrogen. There is also oxygen being produced at the anode but
because we are using and iron or a stainless steel object at this terminal the oxygen is
combining to produce iron oxide (corrosion) (Wikipedia 2007). This is why you should
probably replace the object here every time you use these devices and use a object you don't
mind throwing away.
Summary
This article provides a simple portable electrolysis instrument to help remove corrosion from
small metal artifacts including four different ways or devices you can use to power the
instrument. Let me stress again that only you the researcher can determine when and if you
wish to do electrolysis on any metal artifact. Finally, let me reiterate that you should not leave
these devices operating unattended and always unplug or remove the batteries when they are not
in use.
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Charlie Nixon 1917-2007
It is with a great deal of sadness that we mark the passing of the first president of the London
Chapter of the OAS. Charlie joined the OAS in 1968 (Kewa 1977-3:2) and was one of the
Charter members of the London Chapter when it was formed 30 years ago in 1977.
I first met Charlie in 1977 at either the founding of the London Chapter and/or the inaugural
meeting of the AGO program. At this point in time, I am not sure which since it was the same
time and many of the participants were the same. Charlie regularly commuted in from Ayr to
London for both these organizations. When the initial London Chapter executive was formed
later that year Charlie was elected as the first president and served for two years as such. In this
role he contributed to the strong start
of the London Chapter and helped
set the tone for the momentum that
has continued to this day.
Always a keen inquisitive mind,
Charlie was inspired reading
Theodore Kroeber's book, Ishi, to a
more in depth understanding of
methods of manufacture and use of
early technology. He published a
short Kewa article in 1979 and
brought along many of his wares to
the early London chapter picnics.
For several years there was an annual
atlatl throwing contest although the
first year was by far the most
entertaining since almost no one had
seen one in the flesh let alone tried to
use it. That year the picnic was at
my house in Thamesford back on the
river flood plain and for a target we
set up a rather large cardboard box.
For the first while being inside the
box would have been the safest place
to be as the darts were flying
Charlie with Wheelbarrow at the Calvert site
everywhere. I still recall being the
first one to hit the box but the shot
was disallowed as the dart had flipped end over end and the butt end is what made contact.
Another time Stew Leslie managed to get the timing correct and we watched the dart sail over
the fence and trees and into the next, fortunately unoccupied, yard. The only real downside to
the atlatl games was that in the excitement of hunting cardboard boxes the fire keeper forgot to
keep the fire and it went out significantly delaying the roast pig. I subsequently made several
atlatls myself copying Charlie's model although I cheated by using a piece of dowel for the dart
where Charlie had taken is directly from the woods and manufactured it without the use of steel
tools. One of those atlatl's still makes its way to the London Chapter picnics and thus Charlie's
influence is still evident. Some of Charlie's handy work was proudly displayed in the old
Ministry office at 55 Centre Street for quite a few years. Another of Charlie's feats was starting
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fire using a bow and drill. This also was demonstrated at several of the early picnics.
Charlie conducted regular survey in Oxford and Brant counties locating, registering and
describing a number of Iroquoian sites along the Nith River (Nixon 1985). His field work was
always exemplary and he regularly reported under Ministry Licensing requirements Charlie
was a true "avocational archaeologist" before the term came into active use. Far from being a
collector of artifacts he was a collector of information about past lifeways. As a testimony to
his keen desire to preserve the past, in his failing years, he arranged for Mima Kapches to come
to Ayr and pick up all of the artifacts he had recovered and take them back to the ROM

Charlie, Kay and Ed backfilling Midden 1 at the Harrietsville site.
As a member of the AGO program he was always ready to assist professional archaeologist by
sharing information and site locations when they were conducting research in his area
Unfortunately, the "professionals" were not always as professional as Charlie. In one instance a
professional who shall remain nameless after receiving a great deal of help from Charlie
subsequently referred to him in his report as a "local pot hunter" much to Charlie's dismay'
During the early 1980s when the AGO program was flourishing and before provincial
regulations had firmly entrenched CRM archaeological mitigation, members would refer
potential site destruction to the Ministry SWO region office in London and Bill Fox and Ian
Kenyon in most cases initiated salvage excavation. Charlie contributed in a number of ways to
these investigations. He was the one who brought the Force Glen Meyer site to the attention of
Bill Fox and Charlie and his brother Ed were mainstays in the volunteer excavation crews of
that site and a number of others. The picture of Charlie with the wheelbarrow included here was
at another one of the AGO salvage excavations at the Calvert site in about 1982. Talking with
Bill Fox recently one of his first thoughts about Charlie was that he could always be depended
to assist in the AGO salvage excavations even though he was in his 60s at the time At one of
the annual AGO conferences in 1982 Charlie was awarded a citation for his contributions to the
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AGO program signed by then Premier Bill Davis.
Of course Charlie's participation came as a package; through various digs and social events like
the picnics we came to know well both his wife Kay and his brother Ed. All those who knew
Charlie and his family will cherish the memory of the times we spent together over a shovel at
an excavation or around a fire at the chapter picnic. Additional commentary on Charlie's life
outside
of
archaeology
can
be
found
on
the
web
at
the
URL.
http://therecord.metrolandwest.com/News/Local/article/223079
The Obituary as Published by the Funeral Home
CHARLIE NIXON Peacefully at Parkwood Hospital,
London on Thursday, July 19, 2007; Charles Owen Nixon
former longtime resident of Ayr, in his 91st year; beloved
husband of the late Kathleen Blakey (2004); dear father of
Kathleen (Liz) and husband David R. Bates of London, and
Charles Nixon (Lori) of Guelph; grandfather of Meredith and
Emily Nixon; also dearly missed by his extended family;
predeceased by daughter Patricia Ann (1962), brother
Edward (2004), and sisters Jane Beattie (1994) and Patricia
Alpine (2004). Charlie was very proud of his 50-year Gold
membership in the Brick Layer and Stone Mason Union;
served overseas during the Second World War with the 5th
Division Signals Corps; very involved in the Scouting
movement before and after the war; proud member of the Ontario Archaeology Association; an
environmentalist; a conservationist; and a longtime devoted member of Christ Anglican Church,
Ayr. In the past few years, he had taken up water colour painting. Friends will be received at the
AYR CHAPEL, Wm. KIPP FUNERAL HOME, 183 Northumberland Street, Ayr on Sunday
from 2 to 4 and 7 to 9 p.m. Funeral service will be held at Christ Anglican Church, Manley
Street, Ayr on Monday, July 23 at 2:00 p.m. Reverend France Ouimet-Wilson officiating.
Donations in Charlie's memory may be made to the Christ Anglican Church, K-W Food Bank
or Amnesty International. Online condolences or donations may be arranged through
www.wmkippfuneralhome.com or by contacting Wm. KIPP 519-442-3061.
Many knew the man - few remember the boy!
He gave what he had - giving was indeed his joy.
Hard work and simple pleasures, but there was always a smile.
To find a better man one will have to walk many a long mile.
Charlie - you will be greatly missed.
Condolences sent from the OAS to the Funeral Home
On behalf of all of Charlie's friends at the Ontario Archaeological Society and the London
Chapter of the same, I would like to express my condolences to the family on Charlie's passing.
I count it a privilege to have known Charlie for 30 years now and have worked with him a
number of times on various archaeological excavations as well as the business of the Society.
Charlie was the first president of the London Chapter back in 1977 and was instrumental in
giving it a strong start and the impetus that is evident right to this day. His survey work was
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exemplary and of the highest professional standards. He was always fascinated in precontact
lifeways and did a number of experiments in fire and tool production. His atlatl (throwing stick)
proved highly entertaining back at the first London Chapter picnic bringing a great deal of
enjoyment as we fumbled with the proper technique to make it work properly. I recall at the
time thinking enviously of those who could call him "father". Charlie will be sadly missed here.
- Jim Keron, OAS Board of Directors and former London Chapter President
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Treasurers Annual Report, London Chapter, OAS, 2006
Membership
Account

Book Balance Jan 1 2006
Bank Balance
Cash On Hand
Revenue
Membership Fees
Member
Student
Institution
Life
Subscriber
Total
Kewa Back Issue Sales (incl 19th cent Notes)
Donations
Book Publication Sales
Access Copyright
Symposium Revenue
Total Revenue
Expenditures
Kewa Printing
Kewa Mailing
Other mailing
Speaker Dinner, Cookies, Juice
Museum Rental for Meetings
2006 Symposium Deposit
Other Expenses (new cheques)
Book and Cast Sales at the Symposium
Symposium Expenses
Total Expenses

Publications
Account

2,853.55
2,843.55
$10.00

Bank Balance Dec 31, 2006
Cash On Hand
Total Balance

7,376.38
7,376.38

10,229.93
$10,219.93
$10.00

$862.77
$90.00
$150.13
$0.00
$248.00
$1,350.90

$1,350.90
$17.37
$160.00
$829.77
$161.58
$1,689.85

$5,108.32
$5,938.09

$7,627.94

$486.99
$6,852.10
$7,339.09

$8,790.22

5,975.38

$9,067.65

5,975.38
0.00
$5,975.38

$9,067.65

$474.25
$490.80
$155.17
$300.00
$30.91

$1,451.13
3,092.27

Book Balances

Totals

3,084.27
8.00
$3,092.27

$

